ABSTRACT

MHD IKHBAL NASUTION, The Factors Influencing to Job Satisfaction of employee The Industry Wooden Batik “SanggarPeni” at The Hemlet of Krebet, of Village Sendang Sari, District Pajangan, Regency Bantul. This research guided by VANDRIAS DEWANTORO and SITI HAMIDAH.

Research was carried out in the Hemlet of Krebet, Village of Sendang Sari, Pajangan District, Bantul Regency is having a goal to advance, security work, management of work, the work and communication about to job satisfaction employee. The method used in research this is a method deskriptif. Determination of research using the method of purposive. This type of data used in this study is the primary and the secondary. The source of data obtained from the owner on the industry wooden batik “SanggarPeni” and employees. The method of collecting data is an observation, interview, and registration, analyze the factors influencing job satisfaction analysis of Multilinear Regression, test the accuracy of the model, Test F, and t Test. This can conclude that the factors the influencing job the satisfaction of the employee’s work the industry craft wooden batik “SanggarPeni” the hemletKrebet, village Pajangan, regency Bantul it’s a chance to advance, security of work, management of work, condition of work and communication.
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